UNNAMED WEANLING

(Bay, filly, consigned by Dr. Diana Wilson, Martinsville, IL)

BAY FILLY; Foaled April 4, 2012; Brand TBA


1st Dam

YES VIRGINIA YES p.2,1:56; 1:55h ($306,257) by Tattler's Torpedo p.2,1:53.4, 26 wins. At 2, winner Balmoral Park Series (leg; third in leg), race timed 1:54.2. At 3, second in Direct Balance Series (elim. and Final); third in Desperate Lady S. at Balmoral Park, race timed 1:53.2. At 4, winner FM Open (2nd Opens; third in Open) at Freehold, race timed 1:55.2. At 5, second in FM Open at Freehold. Dam of:

FAITH AND TRUST p.2,1:55.3h, PRAIRIE THUNDER p.3,1:56h, 11 winners. Dam of:

KATHY'S KAI p.2,1:54.4h, TROUBLE TURK p.2,1:54.4h. 2 wins. Dam of:

FALCONE'S PRETTY p.2,1:54.2.$181,102, TROUBLE TURK p.2,1:54.4h. 2 wins. Dam of:

VICTORY VICTOR p.2,1:54h.$154,285, RAPID DIALING p.3,1:53.2h. 30 wins. Dam of:

Ramjet Hanover p.1:56.1h ($206,257). 26 wins. Dam of:
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